New Courses

Department of Art
- FAH1129H - The Medieval Ages: Approaches, Means and Ends from the Renaissance to the Present
- FAH1202H - Correggio and the Problem of Italian Renaissance Art
- FAH1410H - Artwriting Past and Present
- FAH1456H - Theories of Photographic Manipulation: Prehistories to Pictorialism
- FAH1481 - Automotive Affects
- FAH1486H - Bloomsbury and Vorticism

Department of Chemistry
- CHM1266H - Physical Methods in Inorganic Chemistry

Centre for Comparative Literature
- COL5106H - The Language of Origins

Department of Mathematics
- MAT1044H - Potential Theory
- MAT1110H - Algebraic Groups

Department of Philosophy
- PHL2088H - Heidegger
- PHL2152H - Philosophy and Teaching

Department of Physics
- PHY2704H - Cellular Dynamics

School of Public Policy and Governance
- PPG2022H - Moral Foundations of Public Policy

Department for the Study of Religion
- RLG2030H - Historiographies of Religion
- RLG2072H - Kant’s Theory of Religion
- RLG3212H - Martyrdom & Christian Identity
- RLG3611H - Hebrew Literature and Religion: Midrash Aggadah
- RLG3720H - Sex, Body and Gender in South Asian Religious Traditions
- RLG3730H - Fasting and Feeding in Hindu Traditions
- RLG3740H - The Mahaparinirvanasutra

Department of Sociology
- SOC6017H - Sociology of Families I
Department of Spanish and Portuguese
- SPA2929H - Early Modern Spanish Pastoral and Beyond
- SPA2940H - Pursuing the Post-Revolution: Literature and Philosophy of Mexicanidad

Department of Statistics
- STA4500 - Statistical Dependence: Copula Models and Beyond
- STA4501 - Functional Data Analysis and Related Topics
- STA4502 - Monte Carlo Estimation
- STA4503 - Advanced Monte Carlo Methods and Applications
- STA4504 - An Introduction to Bootstrap Methods
- STA4505 - Applied Stochastic Control: High Frequency and Algorithmic Trading

Minor Program Changes

Department of Chemistry
In the inorganic, field a PhD student has to choose one of the core courses as part of their course requirement. Core courses are currently CHM1261H and CHM1270H. However, a request is currently being made (through Form C) to re-institute the course Physical Methods in Inorganic Chemistry – CHM1266. Assuming that the request to re-institute CHM1266 will be granted: here (using Form A), the request is made that CHM1266H is added to the list of core courses, such that the student can choose from CHM1261H and CHM1270H OR CHM1266 to fill their core course requirement. Nevertheless, the intention is that the number of core course requirement stays constant in terms of course load (ie. one) and that the student has more choices.

Department of Ecology & Evolutionary Biology
The time window for the appraisal exam is being changed to the following:
- From 18-20 months to 14-20 months for students in the PhD
- From 18-26 months to 14-26 months for students coming in by direct entry or transferring from the MSc to the PhD program

Department of Geology
The Department of Geology proposes to change its name to the “Department of Earth Sciences”. This will require changing the names of its graduate programs / degrees.

Departments of Geology and Physics
The Department of Geology is in the process of changing its name to the Department of Earth Sciences and would like all its degrees/programs to reflect this change. The collaborative program of Geology & Physics will therefore need to be changed to the collaborative program of Earth Sciences & Physics. This will not change the requirements for the program or the quality of the program.

Institute for the History and Philosophy of Science and Technology
Adding a flexible-time PhD option. All the current requirements for the PhD will apply to those approved for the flexible-time option: i.e., the number of FCE courses required, the language or logic requirement, the specialist examination and the thesis all remain unchanged. The only change is to the length of the program; those approved for the flexible-time PhD option will have up to eight years to complete the degree, with an expectation that the normal time to completion is six years. A plan of
study and research will be agreed to when the student first registers and reviewed annually. During the first four years, those in the flexible-time PhD option must register full-time. All the SGS General Regulations and Degree Regulations apply to these students. Students are not permitted to transfer from the normal PhD to the flexible-time option.

**Department of Italian**
Henceforth one FCE of the required 4 FCE in the PhD program will be outside the department in a cognate discipline, related to the student’s field of specialization. This one FCE will be selected by the student in consultation with the Graduate Coordinator.

**Master of Global Affairs**
Students in the MGA program will have the option of taking either GLA2000Y Capstone Course OR JCR1000Y Global Challenges to complete their program requirements. Students in the Combined JD/MGA or MGA/MBA will also have the option of taking either GLA2000Y Capstone Course or JCR1000Y Global Challenges to complete their program requirements.

**School of Public Policy and Governance**
Students currently are required to complete PPG2011H, Ethics and the Public Interest as a core requirement. We are proposing that students now have the option of completing PPG2011H or a new course, PPG2022H, Moral Foundations of Public Policy, in order to fulfill this ethics requirement.

**Major Program Changes**

Closure of Collaborative Program in Management and Economics